






•An example is a boy who I meet in life-experience. He was 12 years old 
and was very angry. The teacher couldn't have him in the classroom 
because of his behaviour. I asked him if he would go the program and he
said yes. We had meetings with parents and the school after and through 
the program. Today it works wel1 for him and he is in his class again. 

•.Conclusion after a time with art: 1) it's important that the youth think that
he or she has a problem with anger. 2) the program must be done in a calm 
environment 3) the parents must be a part of the program 4) in some case
the parents must also have treatment by a family therapist. 5) its important 
to develop the program and thoughts. Our program has been received three
times during this time. 



THE ART PROGRAM IN SHORT VERSION 

• The trainer meets the teenager and the parents and presents the program. The 
trainer talk about anger and that it can lead to trouble with police, and other 
authorities, at home etc. The intention is not making the person different, but to 
leam, how to take control over the anger .

• During the first lesson the youth fills in a f'orm about themselves and his or her 
family. The trainer talk explains that anger can come from things outside and from 
feelings inside. The teenager fills in examples about this and about what things 
make him or her angry .

• The second lesson the trainer shows a paper about feelings. The youth fills in
paper about how he or she can feel that they are going to get angry . The teenager
also fills in "the angry" man, and do the trouble and feeling papers. For homework,
look at people around you and see how they look like when the get angry .

• During the third lesson the teenager leams the three rhymes, deep breath, count 
backwards and think good thoughts. The youth also fill in different things to say to 
themselves when they are going to be angry. For homework, try to use one of the 
thymes. 

•The fourth lesson the trainer and the young person use a case from one of the 
trouble paper to make a role-play. The teenager uses some of the methods to 
remain calm. The trainer shows a technique for how to make a quick relaxation.
During the fifth lesson the youth fills in a paper about the consequences that might 
follow when he or she gets angry , both for the youth and the 



family. The youth fills in the trouble and feeling papers. For 
homework, ask somebody around you what he or sh~ thiJ1ks about 
you when you get angry . 

•The sixth les son the teenager fills in questions about different
social situations. The teenager picks up olle thing to practice more
on. 

•The last time the parents will be present again. The teenager gets an 
opportunity to compare how he or she can ha.ndle a provocation 
now compare to before. The trainer goes through the material
together with the teenager and the parents and evaluation takes
place. 
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